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Cherokee Regional Library System
Georgia’s public library of the year, Cherokee
Regional Library System, is a four-branch
system that has found ways to build upon its
already award-winning services during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The Cherokee
Regional Library
System has previously
been recognized by
the Institute of
Museum and Library
Services with a
national grant for
their Next Chapter
program, which
combats a high
recidivism rate
through a life skills
enrichment program at the county jail. The
Dade County branch was a runner up for Library
Journal’s 2016 Small Library in America award
for efforts like lending Chromeboxes, bringing
programming and Wi-Fi into the community
park, and hosting Prime Time Family, which
includes weekly reading activities at the library
for at-risk, low-income families..
During COVID-19, the library system doubled its
daily open hours so that more people could
safely utilize the library, including people who
travel from other communities because their
home libraries remained closed.
Cherokee Regional Library System Director Lecia
Eubanks is proud of the can-do attitude of
library staff. “We do not easily say the word ‘no’
– we find ways to say yes,” she said. “In the
early days of the pandemic, we saw the
importance of the library to our community. We
understood the library to be instrumental in
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their ability to adapt to COVID-19. We crafted a
plan to stay open safely, with protocols in place
to protect the staff and our users. Every staff
member supported the decision, and we are so
very proud of them for their hearts of service
and love for their community.”
Located in northwest
Georgia, Cherokee
Regional’s 30 staff
members serve a
population of around
86,000 in Dade and
Walker counties.
The library developed
the Time with
Teacher tutor
program to help
students struggling
with virtual learning.
The program averages 200 free tutor sessions
per month, and the program has helped some
of the community’s most financially
disadvantaged families.
Another recent project was providing digital
library cards to Walker County Middle School
students and waiving fines for those who
already had a card to ensure immediate access
to the library.
Patrons credit the library for the many ways it
enables them to improve their lives. “Being able
to use the computer lab to attend an online
university has given me the opportunity to
improve my living situation and the future of
my children,” said Kim Robinson.
Additionally, an associate professor at nearby
Dalton State College lacked adequate
bandwidth with her internet access at home,
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and so she utilized the library to teach her
online classes.
For entrepreneurs and small business owners,
the library is one of the few places to access
essential services like printing, scanning, faxing,
and copying, as well as meeting space.
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“It’s important that we not only provide basic
library service, but that we look around our
community and stand in the gap in as many
areas as we can,” said Eubanks. “We continue
to be the place in our community for highspeed internet access, communal meeting
spaces, high-quality family programming,
preservation of our local history, and a safe
place to just hang out.”
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Commerce Public Library

temples, the Hangul alphabet, sports, and
travel.

When the Commerce Public Library learned that
In September 2020, the library celebrated
Korea-based business SK Battery America was
Chuseok, a Korean holiday for giving thanks. SK
coming to Georgia in the winter of 2018, library
Battery America donated
staff eagerly adopted the
traditional rice treats in
opportunity to help
gift wrapped boxes to all
introduce Korean and
program attendees, and
Asian culture to the
local Korean barbecue
Jackson County
restaurant owner Mr. Kim
community. Libraries are
donated additional treats.
a wonderful place to
Commerce Library
bridge gaps of curiosity
Manager Angel
and information and
Abounader said, “it’s
responding to the
been really beautiful
changing needs of a
seeing these programs
community is one of the
come together and the
many things libraries do
community collaboration
best. Over the last year
that has occurred as a
and a half, staff have
result.” She was also very
looked for fun
happy to share that SK
opportunities to
Battery America donated
incorporate cultural
$30,000 to the Commerce
learning into
Mayor
Clark
Hill,
Library
Manager
Angel
Abounader,
CEO
Library in November, and
programming, community
SK Battery America Mr. Junho Hwang, and City Manager
she has begun working on
building, and collection
James Wascher with a donation to the Commerce Library
an extensive book and
development at
multimedia collection
Commerce.
reflecting Korean culture, authors, and
illustrators that will feature material for all ages.
For starters, the library had the Atlanta Chinese
The collection will include children’s picture
Dance Company visit for a celebration of Lunar
books, travel, history, food, popular fiction,
New Year in January 2020, right before COVIDlanguage materials, K-pop, and more. As a part
19 restrictions began. It didn’t take long for
of PINES, this generous donation will not only
word to spread, and the relationship officer for
benefit the library’s local community but will
SK Battery America, Steven Jahng, soon
support borrowing for library patrons all over
approached the library and began donating his
the state.
time to present monthly culture programs.
During COVID-19 restrictions, the library first
resumed programs outside in the Memorial
Garden before eventually moving programs to a
Zoom platform. These programs continue to
take place monthly and cover everything from
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With another year behind them, the library was
not able to have a large Lunar celebration this
year; however, Library Assistant Xiaohong Hart
helped ensure the library was decorated with
paper lanterns, children’s crafts, and books
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about the holiday. In addition, two local
engineers from SK Battery America, Andrew
Rogers and Ryan Shim, read a bilingual picture
book on Facebook in both English and Korean,
while Mrs. Hart read one aloud in Chinese. The
library also gave patrons the opportunity to pick
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up a take-home kit to make their own Zen
garden. The library hopes to continue to offer
engaging programs as the community grows
and is overjoyed over the opportunity to house
such a large Korean collection that patrons all
over the state will be able to enjoy.
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Kennesaw State University
Library System Highlights Black
Women Academics
Kennesaw State University (KSU) Library System
highlighted Black women researchers among
KSU faculty, staff, and students. This included
two days of presentations for each group with a
focus on recent research. Collaborating with
KSU students,
faculty, and
staff, the KSU
Library System
hoped to shine
a light on the
variety of
research done
at KSU. The
panelists
included
undergraduate
student Yazmeen Mayes, staff member and
doctoral student Semline Delva, and faculty
members Dr. Afekwo Ukuku, Dr. Rasheda Likely,
and Dr. LaNita Wright.
Student Yazmeen Mayes presented on a project
she recently did for a class at KSU. It involved
composing music for the short story “The
Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman
and discovering racism within the story and
within classical music. She also discussed her
personal experience with racism when it comes
to schoolwork and class selection. This led to a
discussion on student fatigue and imposter
syndrome within undergraduate work,
specifically among music students.
KSU Library System hosted four KSU faculty and
staff members to share their current research.
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Dr. Ukuku discussed her work with Black and
people of color (POC) postpartum aftercare and
the disparity of care given to these mothers.
She went into detail about her work with
hospitals and patients receiving postpartum
care and noted the effect this research had on
her as a mother.
Dr. Likely discussed her research using DIY
YouTube hair tutorials to introduce Black girls to
science. She
strives to
reframe and
broaden the
image that
many people
have of a
scientist. She
hosts a science
camp using the
pedagogy that
she created with the intent to introduce Black
girls to science and change the way they see
science.
Semline Delva introduced attendees to her
Haitian background and the current research
she is doing on peacekeeping in Haiti and how
women are leading the way. Semline is a
current KSU employee and doctoral student,
and this research is directly related to her
dissertation.
Finally, Dr. Wright discussed several research
studies, including one that looks at how the
Black community perceives the COVID-19
vaccine.
To learn about these presentations and more,
please view the panel recordings, available
here: Black History Month panels.
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As the summer persists, it is time to think about
next year’s officers and get ready to vote! Be
sure to review the candidate bios for the 2022
Georgia Library Association (GLA) officers.
Ballots for officers and divisions will be arriving
via email in time for voting in September.
Conference planning continues, and registration
for “GLC 2021: Enduring and Evolving” will open
in August. I hope you will join in for the
sessions, exhibit hall, social events, and
networking opportunities. Block off October 6–
8, 2021 on your work calendars, because there
will be many hard choices to make, with several
sessions happening simultaneously. The benefit
of having a virtual conference means you can
re-watch anything you missed the first time!

President Elizabeth McKinney, Amanda Sexton
of Kennesaw State University, Angela
Glowcheski of Sequoyah Regional Public Library,
Jolene Cole of Georgia College State University,
Angela Megaw of the University of North
Georgia, Sofia Slutskaya of Emory University,
Sharon Bradley of the Mercer Law Library, and
Kelly Williams of Gwinnett County Public
Library. Several committee members have years
of experience in GLA and also helped craft
earlier strategic plans for the association, and I
am thrilled they have decided to lend their
expertise to this endeavor.
The committee has decided to utilize the Rapid
Results Planning (RRP) method this time, which
will allow for input from a broad range of
stakeholders: members of all types,
representatives from sister organizations, and
even non-members. Be on the lookout for a
survey in the coming months! As we work on
the plan to grow GLA into the future, your
perspective will be invaluable.
Stephen Houser, director of the West Georgia
Regional Library, will be serving as the RRP
consultant for GLA. He brings a wealth of
experience, having completed strategic plans
using the RRP method at several public libraries
across the state, and for the Society of Georgia
Archivists in 2020. While a long-time GLA
member, he is not actively involved in the
association’s current work, which we hope will
bring a fresh perspective.

I’m also humbled to work with the newly
formed strategic planning committee, a mix of
public and academic librarians who have
stepped up to the challenge: Vice
President/President Elect Karen Manning, Past
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Rapid Results Planning is not an instant process.
In addition to the survey, the committee is
striving for a fall 2021 in-person gathering of
stakeholders, after the Georgia Libraries
Conference. Vice President Karen Manning and I
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hope to have an initial draft of the strategic
plan to share in early 2022.

that the association continues to meet its
purpose into the coming years.

At the end of this process, GLA will have a focus
on three or four main strategies, as well as an
implementation plan with a timetable for
achievable goals and objectives. This will ensure

Wendy Cornelisen
President, Georgia Library Association 2021
president@georgialibraryassociation.org
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Less is more.
Hello, and welcome to my library. I am Nell, a
youth services librarian living near Atlanta,
Georgia.
I was not always a book lover. My love for
reading developed when I finally realized that I
didn’t just have to
read the books
assigned by a
teacher, but that
there was a whole
wide world of
experiences for me to
enjoy.
When I was first
married, I worked less
than a mile from the
most amazing
bookstore, called The
Tattered Cover in
Denver, Colorado. I
used to go to the store every day at lunch. My
husband finally had to break the news to me
that I needed to stop going, because I simply
could not go in without buying at least one
book, typically a children’s book, for which we
did not have the money.
Needless to say, I amassed quite an extensive
collection of books. In our first purchased home
I had a large entryway, filled with bookshelves,
and filled with many books of all types. Some
given to me, some textbooks, and many books
that I enjoyed reading. The problem is, I simply
don’t read most books more than once. There
are a select few, but generally, once I have read
a book, I just don’t want to revisit it. It’s like
going on the same vacation more than once—
there are just so many new places to go, why
repeat myself? However, I simply could not
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bring myself to get rid of them. Even books that
I didn’t like the first time I read them; it was a
book! They cannot be gotten rid of—can they?
You would think, being a lifelong library user,
that it would have occurred to me well before
my 40s that I could simply borrow books, for
free, that I didn’t think I would read again.
My book collection,
as it stands today, is
much more selective.
One catalyst was
moving to a home
that had significantly
less space for
bookshelves and
books. The other was
realizing how much
money I was
spending to read
something just once.
I now have a sitting
room with two and a
half bookshelves. One bookshelf is books that
my husband purchased. (Note I say purchased,
and not read.) Although he loves many stories,
reading is hard for him, so he tends to listen to
books significantly more than he reads, but it
hasn’t stopped him from purchasing them. They
include Chilton manuals for various cars that we
no longer own (he was a mechanic for years,
and is now an engineer), engineering textbooks
that he might need someday, and books about
Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War.
My bookshelf is a little more eclectic. Mostly
they are books by some of my favorite authors.
First and foremost is Nora Roberts and J. D.
Robb. I finally purged a bunch of her books, not
because I don’t love her, but I just no longer
had the space. I culled it down to a few
favorites of Nora Roberts, and all of J. D. Robb’s.
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The In Death series is still the only series that I
purchase every new book for, and I have reread them each several times.
Also in my collection is the Harry Potter series.
Like many people, I love Harry, but these books
hold an even more special place in my heart.
My son is now a young adult (also studying to
be a librarian), but he
grew up in the throes
of Harry Potter. I
began reading the
first book to him
when he was
probably in second or
third grade, trying to
convince him to
attempt slightly more
challenging books. I
was reading the first
book to him while my
husband was sitting
pretending to focus
on something else. I
stopped for bedtime, telling my son to go take a
bath. My husband looked up at me, crestfallen,
and said “Wait! You can’t stop now! What
happens next?” Over the next six years, we read
every book together as a family, patiently
waiting the year or so in between release dates.
I think my son was in junior high school when
the last book came out, but we still sat together
as a family reading them. We got them the day
they were released, and the rule was, no one
could read them the first time without the
other two. The year my son left for camp on
release day for book six was torture. I had to
wait two weeks with the book staring at me
from my dining room table!
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Finally, there is the well-worn copy of To Kill a
Mockingbird (the book that sent me to law
school) and Little Women (I so wanted to be as
talented as Jo). I also have a prized group of
four books that have been passed down to my
son from my father, who received them from
his grandfather. There is a collection of Bibles
and other religious studies materials that have
helped me define and
guide my faith. I have
all of the Sue Grafton
alphabet series. I
have many books by
Sir Jeffrey Archer.
And, as a youth
services librarian,
many great YA books
by the likes of
Shusterman and
Yang. (I will never get
rid of my personally
autographed copy of
Scythe!) Last but not
least is a small
collection of children’s books that I read to my
son, and that I hope to someday read to my
grandchildren.
After years of thinking that I needed to own
every book I love, I learned that letting the book
go does not decrease my love or memories. I
can simply focus on the true favorites. Less is
more.
Gay Nell G. German is Youth Services Supervisor
at Clayton County Library Systems
Northwest Branch
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Providing Access with Bookmobiles: A Chapter in the History of Georgia
Libraries
By Rebecca Hunnicutt
One of the most important aspects of being a
Bookmobiles are small libraries on wheels that
librarian is to provide access to services and
travel into more rural or economically
resources to communities. As librarians, part of
disadvantaged areas of a state. Throughout the
our role in serving patrons and communities is
history of this service, bookmobiles have
to find new, innovative ways of making
utilized a wide range of transportation modes,
resources and information accessible. One such
from pack mules and wagons to bicycles and
innovation in the
buses. During the
last several decades
30s and 40s in
has been the
Georgia,
progressive
bookmobiles were
transition from
motorized vehicles,
print to electronic
like the
resources. Many
automobiles used
libraries are doing
in other areas of
away with print
the country. Many
periodicals and now
areas updated their
provide access to
modes of
these resources
transportation
online. Acquisitions
through the years;
departments are
for instance, in
purchasing fewer
Washington
books and DVDs
County, Maryland,
Photograph of interior of bookmobile, Clarkesville, Habersham County,
and are instead
the horse-drawn
Georgia, 1950. Retrieved from
http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/northeast/do:sop53309
providing access to
carriage that had
digital resources
been used since the
like OverDrive and Kanopy. These services
year 1905 was replaced with a motorized
provide patrons with the ability to check books
vehicle around 1920 (Bashaw, 2010, p. 32). Just
out online and stream videos on their
as modes of transportation have changed in
computers. Libraries are also incorporating
bookmobiles, so too have the resources and
makerspace areas, 3D printers, machine
services they provide. In the early 20th century,
readers, and more. These examples show how
books were the main resource, but now a
libraries are making resources more accessible
bookmobile can provide patrons with the ability
by providing new products and new technology.
to “look up information on a computer, print a
In the early 1900s, however, advancing
paper for school, and check out DVDs” (Bashaw,
technology was not the driving force for
2010, p. 32). They now house hundreds to
innovation; some could argue it was simply
thousands of resources, depending on the size
accessibility. It is possible to draw this
of the vehicle, and provide a multitude of
conclusion based on the newsmaker of library
services. One thing has not changed: they have
communications in the 1930s and 40s and the
always been staffed by librarians or library
state project in Georgia: the bookmobile.
employees.
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To understand the need for bookmobiles in
Georgia, one must look at the history of the
state. In the 1920s and 30s, studies and
discussions at library conferences resulted in
the identification of a problem: the unequal
division of services among libraries throughout
the state. Librarians concluded that “there
should be consolidation of small and thinly
populated areas to form larger areas of service”
(Harris, 1949, p. 300). One reason for the
consolidation of smaller libraries into larger,
regional libraries was directly due to finances
(Harris, 1949, p. 299). The hope of merging
funds between local, state, and federal sources
drove the consolidation, as financial support
was lacking at the time due to the Great
Depression. Additionally, Georgia libraries “did
not benefit” from the Julius Rosenwald Fund,
which had provided half a million dollars to the
South in 1929 to allow for experimentation with
new county library services (Harris, 1949, p.
300). For these reasons, libraries within the
state began cooperating with one another to
combine and form regional libraries. Over time,
many of these developing regional libraries
began buying and using bookmobiles to further
their ability to reach more rural areas of the
state. In doing so, many more people were able
to connect with libraries and their resources.
With their dedication to mobile services and an
understanding of the need for this type of
outreach, libraries and librarians throughout
the state worked with the State Home
Demonstration Council to coordinate efforts to
fund and mobilize the ever-needed
bookmobiles with a demonstration bookmobile
(“State Bookmobile,” 1949, p. 1). As stated in a
Georgia Library Report, on June 16, 1949, the
Home Demonstration Council presented a
demonstration bookmobile to the State
Department of Education, which was the first
bookmobile to be owned and operated by the
state (“State Demonstration,” 1949, p. 1).
During the presentation of the bookmobile, the
state superintendent of schools accepted the
bookmobile and pledged “it would be kept well
supplied with a stock of books for all ages and
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would be operated by the Library Division for
the purpose of demonstrating the advantages
which this type of library service gives to the
rural people” (“State Demonstration,” 1949, p.
1). The superintendent also dedicated the
bookmobile to the memory of the “farm boys
and girls” of World War II who sacrificed
everything and implemented the slogan
“Searching for Knowledge to Build Better
Tomorrows” (“State Demonstration,” 1949, p.
1). The Bookmobile Georgia Report (1950)
showed that this demonstration bookmobile, in
its first year, crossed more than 16,000 miles of
Georgia roads and stopped in 75 counties, with
30,000–35,000 visitors and more than 15,000
signatures in its register (p. 7). This was a great
success for Georgia libraries, and due to the
reach and importance of these bookmobiles,
more counties began purchasing them.
Bookmobiles were even funded by community
organizations, such as the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, for use by African Americans
(“Bookmobile,” 1950, p. 7). Groups like the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority noticed an inequality
of access to needed services among their
community members, and they did what they
could to provide those services. As a non-profit
organization that focused on serving the African
American community, Delta Sigma Theta began
a bookmobile initiative that lasted for 20 years
(Amundsen, 2017). As stated by Denise Glaudè,
Chair of Archives and Heritage for the New York
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta, the
initiative began in the 1930s out of an
understanding that there was a “lack of
something critical for improvement and
education, books…” (Amundsen, 2017). Due to
this lack of books and through a focused effort,
Delta Sigma Theta purchased the Ford
bookmobile in June of 1950 and transported it
from New York to Georgia to serve the rural
areas of the state and provide access to
resources for the African American community
(Amundsen, 2017).
During the first half of the 20th century, many
Georgia residents lacked access to library
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resources, as shown by the need for equality of
services within the African American
community, which was recognized by the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, and statistics from the
Georgia Demonstration Bookmobile. For some,
this lack of access was extreme, and, while
things might not be as difficult for most today,
this continues to be an issue. Many areas of
Georgia still have a need for services, which
allows for the continued use of bookmobiles. In
2017, the Gwinnett County Public School
System (GCPS) purchased, retrofitted, and
transformed an old school bus into a huge
bookmobile. Wilson (2017) stated that the GCPS
Bookmobile began travelling around that
district on June 1, 2017, after the committee
that created this resource analyzed data from
the United Way and determined which areas of
their district would be most impacted by the
bookmobile’s presence during the summer
months (p. 11). This retrofitted bus held 5,000
books from public school media centers
throughout Gwinnett County, had 35 stops on
its route, and in “it’s first 7 weeks made 245
stops and had 5,248 visitors who borrowed
7,607 books” (Wilson, 2017, p. 11). If you do the
math, that is nearly 1,100 books checked out
per week: an amazing number! This is another
great example of data supporting the need for
mobile services. Based on these statistics both
in 1949 and 2017, it is easy to see how
necessary library access is and how much it is
valued by the community.
The uses of bookmobiles and the outreach they
provide are limitless and are recognized as an
important service for libraries, as evidenced by
their inclusion in the American Library
Association’s sponsorship of National Library
Outreach Day (formerly National Bookmobile
Day), which takes place during National Library
Week (American Library Association, n.d.). To
participate in this celebration, anyone can
research their county library system to
determine whether their local library operates a
bookmobile. If so, patrons can find the schedule
and visit the bookmobile at one of its locations
to take advantage of this fun resource.
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Community members can also ask about
donating items to a bookmobile to help
increase its collection. There are 10
bookmobiles currently utilized across the state
of Georgia and operated through the public
library system, and these bookmobiles travel to
“community events, day cares, senior centers
and more” (Georgia Public Library Services,
n.d.). Library bookmobiles provide many other
services besides checking out books; for
example, patrons can access Wi-Fi through the
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries bookmobile,
and the Forsyth County Public Library provides
“an interactive screen on the exterior of the
vehicle for programming and internet access”
(Georgia Public Library Services, n.d.).
Not only can public libraries utilize
bookmobiles, but academic libraries can too.
Smith (2017) described how Lane Library,
located on the Armstrong State University
campus (currently consolidated with Georgia
Southern University), borrowed facilities’ golf
cart, and created their own bookmobile to
support their campus’s celebration of National
Library Outreach Day (p. 20). The Lane Library
librarians ran with the idea to create a
bookmobile after librarian Kristi Smith attended
a local brainstorming session during National
Library Week; it was here that she first received
the suggestion to use a golf cart as a
bookmobile (Smith, 2017, p. 20). Smith (2017)
stated that the fun, luau themed atmosphere
was enjoyed by those who utilized the
bookmobile, and the librarians checked out 15
items throughout the day (p. 20). Outreach like
this helps students, staff, and faculty view
librarians as out-of-the-box thinkers who are
willing to get out of their comfort zones to
provide services and resources that may
otherwise be missed. It also outwardly displays
a sense of caring and an acknowledgement of
varying situations; this was similarly evident in
the early 1900s when bookmobiles first began
travelling the state.
Libraries will always evolve their practices and
methods for providing information based on the
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advancements of the day, but they will also reuse and tweak practices that worked in the
past, and still work, to provide access. Some
people in the early 1900s struggled with access
to library materials for reasons such as distance
from a library, lack of transportation, or racial
inequality. With the advancement of technology
and the wide usage of the Internet and smart
phones, it doesn’t seem likely that people today
aren’t able to access books or other resources.
However, not everyone is fortunate enough to
have access to the Internet, or they may have
access but have difficulty using it. Additionally,
their transportation may not be reliable or
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accessible, or there may even be safety
concerns in walking to their local library. The
early 20th century problem of limited library
access is still relevant today, and the
bookmobiles highlighted in this article show the
current need for resources provided by
libraries. People are still interested in obtaining
access to these resources, and the passage of
time has not changed this fact. Libraries and the
services they provide continue to be an
important part of communities.
Rebecca Hunnicutt is Collections Management
Librarian at Georgia Southern University
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Georgia Library Association
GLA Executive Board Officer Candidates for 2022
First Vice-President / President Elect
Michelle Bennett-Copeland, Fayette County Public Library
Michelle Bennett-Copeland has 20-plus years of public service
experience. Her work ranges from: public school sector, public library,
academic library, the arts, health and wellness, and adult education.
She is a native Atlantan who loves public service. She currently serves
as library director of Fayette County Public Library, Fayetteville,
Georgia.
Michelle served as a librarian for Fulton County Library System,
Clayton County Public Library System, Atlanta Public Schools (media
specialist), and Atlanta Technical College. She also served as an adult
literacy teacher for Atlanta Public Schools, where she prepared
students for the GED Exam. Michelle is a member of the Let’s Move in
Libraries Advisory Board and the John Maxwell Leadership Institute.
Michelle’s work history displays a passion for service and education.
She strongly believes in servant leadership and desires to meet
citizen’s needs through education as well as health and wellness.

Jean A. Mead, Hart County Library
Jean started her library career at Hart County Library as a part-time
shelver in 2010 and realized what she wanted to be when she grew up.
Jean received her MLIS from University of Alabama in 2014 and became
the assistant director. After working at Hart County for almost nine years,
she worked for two and a half years at Athens Regional Library System as
the assistant director of regional services and outreach. Because of her
love of small and rural libraries, she has returned to Hart County Library
this year as assistant director. Jean has been extraordinarily fortunate to
attend both the GPLS Pinnacle Leadership group in 2016 and Public
Library Association (PLA) Leadership Academy in 2019. She was vice chair
and chair of the Georgia Library Association’s (GLA) Professional &
Continuing Education (PACE) interest group and is currently the secretary
for the GLA Executive Board.
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Vice President of Membership
Rebecca Ballard, Oconee County Library
Rebecca Ballard seeks the position of vice-president for
membership of the Georgia Library Association (GLA) because
she believes that membership is extremely beneficial for
library employees and enriches libraries statewide. Many
eligible individuals are unaware of the great value of GLA
membership, and Rebecca hopes to change that. Rebecca is
the children’s librarian at Oconee County Library in
Watkinsville, Georgia and has worked within the Athens
Regional Library System in varied paraprofessional and
professional positions for 15 years. While pursuing her MLIS,
Rebecca was awarded the GLA Hubbard Scholarship in 2015
and was a recipient of the 2018 GLA Paraprofessional Grant.
Rebecca joined GLA in 2014 and is an active member. She has previously served in leadership positions
in GLA’s Professional and Continuing Education Interest Group (chair, 2020–2021; vice-chair, 2019–
2020). She has served on the GLA Scholarship Committee, Georgia Libraries Conference (GLC)
Committee, Membership Committee, and is active in several GLA Interest Groups. Rebecca has also
served as a GLC “Conference Buddy” Mentor with New Members Round Table.
An experienced speaker and presenter, Rebecca has presented at conferences and taught workshops for
librarians and teachers at the local, state, and national levels. She presented “Five Minute Self-Care
Techniques for Librarians” at the 2020 Public Library Association Conference and was invited to present
at both the 2017 Inaugural Governor’s Summit on Early Language and Literacy and 2018 Georgia Public
Library Services GLC Youth Services Pre-Conference on youth services topics. Rebecca has also
presented several times at GLC and the Georgia Council of Media Organizations Conference on uniting
generations in the library, music programming, and youth services. She regularly presents at the Georgia
Conference on Children’s Literature and at various Share-a-Rama events. Rebecca has taught workshops
around the state for educators on incorporating music and the arts with literacy education.
Due to her own excellent experiences with the organization, Rebecca is excited to share all of the many
benefits a membership in the Georgia Library Association provides with others. As vice-president for
membership, she plans to increase membership and member engagement by reaching out to academic,
public, and school library employees across the state. Rebecca loves helping her GLA cohorts in any way
she can, and she is eager to get library employees around the state excited about GLA!
Kimberly Snoddy-George, Fulton County Library System
Kimberly Snoddy-George is a Fulton County Library System Branch group administrator. She provides
administrative oversight for eight of the 34 branches, system-wide programming, courier services, and
HR Liaison and has served in that role for four years. Prior to that time, she held positions as the Milton
Library branch manager, interim central library manager and as a law librarian for a few major Atlanta
law firms.
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Kimberly is a 2019 University of Georgia, Pinnacle Institute
graduate. She enjoys working with staff in the areas of
leadership, coaching, feedback, growth, and development.
For the past three years, Kimberly has served as a committee
member for the American Library Association (ALA) Library
Leadership & Management Association’s Mentoring Program.
At the beginning of 2019, Kimberly implemented a
manager/supervisor book club. Managers and supervisors
read and discussed Dare to Lead. Brave Work. Tough
Conversations. Whole Hearts., by Brené Brown, PhD, LMSW.
Kimberly also implemented an ALA Leadership Competency
presentation and discussion during monthly manager
meetings. In 2020, Kimberly participated in a six-session panel
discussion with Fulton County’s Office of Diversity and Civil
Rights Compliance program: I, Too, Am America – Diversity Dialogues. Kimberly continues to seek
growth opportunities in the area of equity, diversity, and inclusion.
She holds a bachelor of arts degree in communication from University of California, San Diego; a
paralegal certificate from the National Center for Paralegal Training, in Atlanta, Georgia, and a masters
of library and information studies from Clark-Atlanta University.

Secretary
Kelly Ansley, LaGrange College
Kelly Ansley has worked in Georgia libraries for 14 years. Kelly
began her career in public libraries before moving to
academic libraries. She currently serves as director of the
library for the Frank & Laura Lewis Library at LaGrange College
and is the vice-chair for the Georgia Private Academic
Libraries (GPALS) consortium. Over the years, Kelly has served
as the chair for the GLA Awards Committee, chair for the GLA
Marketing Committee, member of the GLA Conference
Committee, member of the GLA Scholarship Committee, and
a member of the Technical Services Interest Group (TSIG).
Kelly believes that academic libraries are more than just a place to do research. The library should be a
place for students to hang out, have fun, and feel comfortable enough to ask for help. Kelly enjoys
programming, helping students with research, instruction, and overseeing the day-to-day operations of
the library. Kelly is an organized multi-tasker who looks forward to being a part of the GLA Executive
Board as the secretary.
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Kelly Williams, Suwanee Branch of the Gwinnett County
Public Library
Kelly Williams (pronouns: she/her) is a supervisory librarian at
the Suwanee Branch of the Gwinnett County Public Library.
She has worked in libraries for close to seven years. Kelly
received her MLIS at Valdosta State University in 2020, and a
bachelor’s in business management from Georgia Gwinnett
College in 2019. She is particularly passionate about bridging
the digital divide, technology, makerspaces, and helping
herself and others reach their advancement goals. She has
developed programs that develop children’s aptitude for
STEAM skills, as well as various programs that make it easier
for adults and teens to be technologically savvy. Kelly has
served on the New Members Round Table as the secretary for the past two years, and she serves as a
copy editor on the Georgia Library Quarterly editorial board. As a member of the Membership
Committee, she is working to make the membership kit more user-friendly and to further extend its
engagement potential. She lives in Gwinnett County with her husband, three children, and two dogs. In
her spare time, she devours YA and romance novels, chases her children around, and crochets.

Treasurer
Rosemary Humphrey, Kennesaw State University
A GLA member since 2014, Rosemary Bilello Humphrey has
embraced the learning and service opportunities the
association provides to its members and the library
community. She has been able to develop her leadership skills
serving in various positions within GLA. She served as chair of
the Interlibrary Loan Interest Group where she organized
overview workshops. As a planning committee member of the
Atlanta Emerging Librarians, she worked with the team to
create learning and networking events for library students
and new librarians. For three years, she served on the Georgia
Libraries Conference Planning Committee as equipment chair,
organizing and providing technology support for presenters.
She achieved her MLIS from Valdosta State University and a
BA in visual and media arts from Emerson College. Rosemary
is currently the resource sharing librarian at Kennesaw State
University. In this role, she has honed her organizational and
detail-oriented record keeping skills. Rosemary feels honored
to be nominated for the GLA treasurer position and would
execute the role with accountability and transparency.
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Justin Nobles, West Georgia Regional Library System
Justin Nobles is the assistant director of technology for the
West Georgia Regional Library System, a five-county library
system headquartered in Carrollton, Georgia. In his previous
position of assistant director of materials management, he
was actively involved in the budget and financial reporting
process of the library system. He believes that the skills used
in this position can be directly applied to the role of treasurer
for the Georgia Library Association. Some of the duties of
treasurer include creating financial reports, keeping accurate
financial records, and preparing an annual report. These are
all responsibilities that Justin has gained experience because
of his work with the library.
His involvement in the Georgia Library Association has allowed him to expand his professional interests
beyond his daily work in the library. It has also given him the opportunity to network with librarians and
library workers throughout the state, helping to learn more about the field of librarianship and
advancing his professional interests. He wants to serve in a larger capacity within the organization that
has given him these opportunities, and he believes that the role of treasurer aligns with his skillset.
Justin has served as the chair of the Professional & Continuing Education (PACE) Interest Group and
served on the Conference Advisory Taskforce. His professional affiliations include the American Library
Association (ALA), Public Library Association (PLA), ALA Learning Roundtable (LearnRT), and Georgia
Library Association (GLA). Please consider Justin Nobles as the right fit for the role of treasurer of GLA.
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Georgia Library Association
Atlanta Emerging Librarians
The Atlanta Emerging Librarians (AEL) planning
committee operates under the auspices of the
Georgia Library Association’s (GLA) New
Members Round Table (NMRT). Each year, AEL
events are hosted by a new planning
committee, which oversees and facilitates
workshops and networking opportunities for
librarians and paraprofessionals. The 2021 AEL
planning
committee
accepted the
baton from the
outgoing 2020
committee in
spring of 2021.
However, the
lingering
pandemic forced
the new
members to meet
virtually to begin
planning events
for the upcoming year; they gathered in April
for a meet-and-greet planning session via Zoom,
which resulted in the committee’s first event of
the year entitled The Great Pivot: Getting Hired
After COVID.
This event focused on building a professional
skillset and included tips and techniques for
writing excellent cover letters and stand-out
resumes. As the goal was to better prepare
those new to the librarian field, the committee
sent out a call for panelists and resume experts;
they received numerous interested volunteers.
The Great Pivot: Getting Hired After COVID took
place virtually via Zoom on Wednesday, June
23, 2021, for one and a half hours. Experts
discussed their own experiences with job
hunting and, conversely, serving as hiring
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managers. They concluded their talks with
advice for newcomers. This was followed by
breakout sessions in which experts and
participants were split into four different
rooms; each room focused on specific topics
like crafting the perfect resume, writing
captivating cover letters, matching jobs ads to
an applicant’s individual skills, and a general
Q&A that allowed audience members to ask any
pressing questions. The Great Pivot attracted
many attendees, the majority of which gave
positive feedback
via a post-event
survey.
Ultimately, the
Atlanta Emerging
Librarians is a
committee that
strives to give
back to new and
rising librarians.
The committee
hopes to
incorporate
additional professional development
opportunities into upcoming gatherings. As
such, its members have planned a forthcoming
slate of virtual and in-person events that will
revolve around current issues within the field of
librarianship. Topics will include transferring
skills from previous jobs to new positions,
pivoting due to changes from COVID-19 and its
effect on librarian jobs and job searching, indepth resume and curriculum vitae writing, and
how to “hack” library school programs. AEL
intends to provide participants with varying
perspectives on librarianship from those new to
the profession, mid-career librarians, and
library veterans.
Additionally, AEL hopes to highlight the fact that
libraries have expanded their roles beyond their
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brick-and-mortar walls and have been key
players in engaging and helping their
communities. The North Cobb Regional Library
(NCRL) is one of the first Cobb County libraries
to have a community garden. Therefore, the
committee plans to host an event in fall of 2021
to showcase the role libraries have played in
overcoming food insecurity and will invite
attendees to “grow” with AEL. Through a joint
effort, AEL and NCRL will utilize the free and
lifelong learning resources that Cobb County
libraries has to offer and will integrate culinary
literacy into this event. The community garden
has been developed through the cooperation of
several organizations: Cobb County Parks, the
Atlanta Food Well Alliance, the Captain Planet
Foundation, Georgia Organics, the Atlanta Area
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Council of the Boy Scouts of America, and the
Master Gardner Volunteers of Cobb County.
This upcoming event will showcase NCRL’s
community garden and South Cobb Regional
Library’s food pantry, and it will highlight the
importance of both emerging and mid-career
librarians working with local organizations to
create a positive impact on the community.
AEL will finish the year with the annual Mingle
with the Admins in winter of 2021. Stay tuned
for more information, as AEL is hard at work
planning these events. Contact the committee
with any questions at ael@georgialibrary
association.org.
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Georgia Library Association
Reference & Instructional Services
Interest Group
The Reference & Instructional Services Interest
Group (RISIG) of the Georgia Library Association
(GLA) continues with outreach and interaction
with librarians of all types, including the first
Georgia Library
Instruction,
Teaching, and
Reference
Conference
(GLITR), which
took place
virtually on June
11, 2021.
This conference grew out of the merging of the
Atlanta Area Bibliographic Instruction Group
(AABIG) with GLA’s Reference and Instruction
Services Interest Group last year. It was a great
conference hosted virtually by the Georgia Tech
Libraries, with 164 registered attendees. The
2021 conference theme, “Defining Our
Moment,” invited presenters to speak on the
wide variety of issues currently facing libraries.
Presenters covered topics such as fake news,
online instruction, working from home, and EDI
initiatives. All 18 presentations, as well as the
keynote address from GLA President Wendy
Cornelisen, are available on the GLITR YouTube
channel for anyone who missed the conference.
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With the usual in person meet and greet
activities off the calendar for 2020 and 2021,
RISIG has started hosting virtual meetups. These
meetings have drawn the interest group
together to discuss a range of professional and
popular issues, and not always about COVID-19.
The next meeting is planned for Thursday July
29, 2021. The link will be available before the
meeting, emailed to members and posted on
the RISIG Forum
page on the GLA
website.
RISIG has also
started a writing
group that allows
members to find
collaborators, get feedback and peer review,
and share successes. All are welcome to join. To
join, go to: https://join.slack.com/t/risigwriting
group/shared_invite/zt-skjqmsuu-MTs3BxSARF
0YtbhaLjiNtQ
The group is also seeking self-nominations from
members of the Reference and Instructional
Services Interest Group for vice chair/chair elect
and secretary for the 2022 year. If anyone is
interested in becoming more active in RISIG,
consider running for one of these offices. The
official call for nominations will be announced
later in the year.
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Digital Library of Georgia
Historic Georgian African American
Newspapers Dating from 1886–1926
The Digital Library of Georgia (DLG) is pleased to
announce that it has completed the digitization
of two historically significant Georgia African
American newspapers as part of a National
Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP) grant from
the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH). The digital images will be included in the
Library of Congress’s newspaper site:
Chronicling America, http://chroniclingamerica.
loc.gov/ and the DLG’s own site: Georgia
Historic Newspapers (GHN), http://gahistoric
newspapers.galileo.usg.edu/.
“NEH grants help strengthen and sustain
American cultural life, in communities, at
museums, libraries, and historic sites, and in

classrooms,” said former NEH Chairman Jon
Parrish Peede. “As the nation prepares to
commemorate its 250th anniversary in 2026,
NEH is proud to help lay the foundations for
public engagement with America’s past by
funding projects that safeguard cultural
heritage and advance our understanding of the
events, ideas, and people that have shaped our
nation.”
The newspapers include:
•
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Savannah Tribune, 1886–1888 Founded in 1875, the Tribune, with the
exception of two hiatuses, is one of the
longest-running African American
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newspapers in the South.
•

Athens Republique, 1921–1924 - From
1919 until its cessation in 1927, the
Republique served the African American
community in Athens and surrounding
towns.

The GHN website also includes several other
African American newspaper titles published in
Georgia, ranging from 1867–2018, that were
digitized as part of previous grant-funded
projects. These titles can be browsed through at
https://gahistoricnewspapers.galileo.usg.edu/ty
pes/#africanamerican. African American
newspapers from across the country can be
found in the Chronicling America website at
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/newspapers
/?state=&ethnicity=African+American.
Issues of the Georgia Bulletin, the Weekly
Newspaper of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Atlanta
In conjunction with Digital Library of Georgia’s
(DLG) partners at the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Atlanta, the Georgia Bulletin
(1963–1980) is now available for viewing at the
Georgia Historic Newspapers website. These
newspapers will contribute to broader
scholarship about Catholicism in Atlanta as well
as in Georgia. The Georgia Historic Newspapers
Archive web site provides access to these
newspapers, enabling full text searching and
browsing by date and title. The site is
compatible with all current browsers, and the
newspaper page images can be viewed without
the use of plug-ins or additional software
downloads. The archive is free and open for
public use.
In the first issue of the Georgia Bulletin,
published on January 4, 1963, Archbishop Paul
J. Hallinan, the first archbishop for the newly
elevated Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Atlanta, remarked that “the religious press is
not intended to be a ‘house organ’ or a ‘trade
sheet.’ Its whole reason for being is that it
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might enter the community bearing light and
courage—light enough to expose society’s ills as
well as its strengths; courage enough to inspire
justice and charity in those who might falter
along the path.”
Angelique M. Richardson, the director of
archives and records for the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Atlanta emphasized that “by
making these digitized issues of our diocesan
newspaper available to the public through the
Georgia Historic Newspapers Project, we greatly
hope that these words inspire researchers to
learn more about the history of Catholics in
North Georgia. We would never have been able
to accomplish a project like this on our own.”
To fight Catholic prejudice and resist the spread
of false information regarding Catholic beliefs
and history, the Catholic Laymen's Association
(CLA) of Georgia was founded in 1916.
The CLA published pamphlets that explained
Catholic beliefs for several years before
establishing the Bulletin of the Catholic
Laymen's Association of Georgia in January of
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1920. The Bulletin ran as a monthly newspaper
out of Augusta until 1956 when the
organization changed the name to the Bulletin
of the Catholic Laymen's Association of Georgia,
Official Newspaper for the Diocese of Savannah
& Atlanta; this change coming after the diocese
divided into two regions: Atlanta and Savannah.
For a few months in early 1958, the Diocese of
Savannah published the Savannah Bulletin
before the Bulletin began circulating two
editions for Savannah and Atlanta through
1962. In 1963, the publication split into two
separate diocesan papers, the Georgia Bulletin
(Archdiocese of Atlanta) and the Southern Cross
(Diocese of Savannah). The CLA disbanded in
1962, but the Georgia Bulletin continued
publication as the official newspaper of the
Archdiocese of Atlanta.
Historic Holiday Menus Created at the Former
Army Post at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia from
1925–1940
The Digital Library of Georgia (DLG) has
partnered with the 6th Cavalry Museum to
digitize its collection of historic holiday menus
created at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia from 1925–
1940, thanks to a digitization grant awarded by
the DLG. The collection is available at
https://dlg.usg.edu/collection/scm_scthm.
Holiday menus combine economic, cultural, and
social histories of holidays, as well as food and
cooking history. Some of these menus also
include rosters of US military personnel, as well
as guests and family members. In some cases,
the menus include a “year in review” section,
providing key insights that are not offered
elsewhere in materials held by the 6th Cavalry
Museum.
These materials have proved to be particularly
helpful to genealogists who have made use of
them as a source of historical information,
thanks in part to rosters recorded inside of the
menus. Food historians will be able to consult
these resources for a history of food or a study
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of ritualized meals, and menu highlights provide
critical information about military life and help
provide a better understanding of the loss,
change, and growth that took place during the
1920s and 1930s. Camilla Canty, a family
historian doing research on her family, noted
that “my father joined the 6th Cavalry for
officer’s training in 1940 at Fort Oglethorpe and
eventually attained the rank of Major by the
end of World War II. Fort Oglethorpe held
special memories for my parents because they
met there when my father was in training and
my mother worked for Col. James Troutt in the
Office of the Surgeon.”
The 6th Cavalry Museum preserves the rich
military history of the Fighting Sixth Cavalry, the
former Army Post at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia
(1902–1946), and the Third Women's Army
Corps Training Center. Located on the Post’s
original parade ground, the area is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places, surrounded
by officer’s homes and other Post buildings. The
6th Cavalry Museum was founded in 1981 by
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members of the 6th US Cavalry Veterans
Association.
The Digital Library of Georgia and the New
Georgia Encyclopedia Collaborating on a New,
Online Exhibit Site that Amplifies Often Untold
and Hidden Georgia History.
Georgia Exhibits used materials drawn from 25
Georgia libraries, archival institutions, and
museums, whose collections are available
through the Digital Library of Georgia (DLG).
With these resources, curators examined the
history of race relations in Forsyth County,
Georgia’s use of convict labor, and newspaper
journalism in the state.
“Georgia Exhibits promises to shed new light on
understudied corners of the state’s history,”
said Edward Hatfield, managing editor of the
New Georgia Encyclopedia (NGE). “What’s
more, it showcases the remarkable depth of
collections offered through the Digital Library of
Georgia.”
DLG and NGE staff and graduate student interns
spent over a year and hundreds of hours
curating the exhibitions to explore Georgia’s
history and to showcase valuable content
available from partners. New exhibits are
planned for twice yearly.

The Digital Library of Georgia partnered with
Georgia Humanities to create the special
awards designed to engage students in
historical research using DLG resources and to
recognize the best examples of student work.
Source recognition digital certificates were
awarded to students who incorporated primary
sources found in DLG’s portals into their
projects. DLG staff conferred the Outstanding
Use of the Digital Library of Georgia Resources
special award on exceptional junior and senior
individual and group projects.
Sheila McAlister, director of the Digital Library
of Georgia, said: "Our partnership with Georgia
Humanities and National History Day Georgia is
one of our most rewarding. Through National
History Day Georgia, students have the
opportunity to deeply connect with DLG
resources as they critically and creatively
address their chosen topics and theses. Their
work is always impressive, and it’s a pleasure to
recognize such excellence."
The certificates were distributed after the
National History Day Georgia 2021 held its
virtual award ceremony on April 21, 2021.
Outstanding Use of Digital Library of Georgia
Resources Special Award Winners include:
•

Junior – Individual Project Winner:
Zahira Gray for "WERD RADIO" (Project
ID # 11001).

•

Junior – Group Project Winners:
Rachael Staskiewicz and Mina Overway
for "The Allies War on Hitler" (Project ID
# 16014).

•

Senior – Group Project Winners: Eva
Cheraisi and Mary C. McCoy for "The
Soul of We People Who Are Darker
Than Blue" (Project ID # 22004).

Digital Library of Georgia Awards at National
History Day
The Digital Library of Georgia (DLG) has
awarded Source Recognition Digital Certificates
and Outstanding Use of the Digital Library of
Georgia Resources Special Awards to history
students participating in National History Day
Georgia, a program of Georgia Humanities and
LaGrange College that encourages middle and
high school students to engage more deeply in
the historical process. 2021’s theme was
“Communication in History: The Key to
Understanding.”
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Movie-Made Appalachia: History, Hollywood,
and the Highland South by John C. Inscoe
(University of North Carolina Press, 2020: ISBN
9781469660141, $29.95)
Movie-Made Appalachia does not review
Hollywood’s often unflattering depiction of
Appalachia, but rather explores films where the
movie industry looks beyond the stereotypes to
highlight more honest
portrayals of culture in the
highland South (the
author’s term for the
people and culture of rural
Appalachia). Each chapter
focuses on a particular area
of study, including the Civil
War, the experiences of
women, Appalachia and
race, the mining culture,
the sense of place, and
conflict between families.
However, these six topics
are not the only themes
explored in the more than
two dozen films included
here. Broader themes bring
the reader’s attention to
moral dilemmas and
cultural identities in terms
of manhood and femininity,
religion, and community
versus outsiders.
The films comprise a broad cross section of
Hollywood, from the silent era’s Tol’able David
(1921) to modern-day popular movies like Cold
Mountain (2003). Do not expect to look for a
particular film in the index and find a concise
treatment of the plot. Instead, the author uses
carefully chosen films as a means to explore the
many themes that are woven throughout the
book. He treats these films and their subject
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matter with respect, which is a refreshing
change from the often derisive popular
commentary about Appalachian culture.
Of particular interest are two films set in
Georgia, which are keystones in two separate
chapters. Foxfire is the story of a mountain
woman forced from her land and is highlighted
in the chapter “This Land is My Land.” The other
film, I’d Climb the Highest
Mountain, tells of another
mountain woman coming
to terms with her duty as a
wife in “Women on a
Mission.” The chapter
“Afro-Appalachians” is
especially poignant
considering the dearth of
material at the intersection
of African American history
and Hollywood’s depiction
of the highland South. The
author spends much of the
chapter unpacking The
Journey of August King and
its powerful treatment of
antislavery sentiment in
19th century Appalachia.
The other chapters are
equally captivating. “Family
Feud” takes the Hatfield
and McCoy conflict far
beyond the usual farcical
portrayals. “Coal, Conflict, and Community” digs
deep into the social and economic character of
the mining community. Finally, “The Civil War”
focuses on the war as experienced in
Appalachia, where the irregular fighting often
brought the battle to the dooryard.
This book is an engaging tribute to the role of
film in the portrayal of Appalachia. Moving
beyond the stereotypes, the author finds those
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examples that explore the culture in an honest
and forthright manner. Recommended for
students of film and Southern history as well as
general readers interested in the subject.
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My Scrapbook of My Illness with Polio, 1946–
1951 by Edna Black & Lassie G. Black (University
Press of Florida, 2021: ISBN 9781944455095,
$18.95)

infection, relearning how to sit up, her therapy
at Hope Haven and Warm Springs, and
adjusting to the wheelchair, crutches, and
braces.

My Scrapbook of My Illness with Polio is a
transcription of a scrapbooking journal that
offers a first-hand look at the life of Edna Black
of Lake City, Florida, who
contracted poliomyelitis in
the winter of 1946. The
scrapbook, which is
currently at the
Smithsonian,
predominantly covers 1946,
with a few entries for 1947
and 1948. The journal
concludes with a post in
1951, a year before the US
polio epidemic and the
development of Jonas Salk’s
vaccine.

The most fascinating element of this chronicle is
that while the entries are entirely written by
Edna’s mother, Goodbread Black, they are
written as if from the point
of view of the then sevenyear-old Edna. Both the
preface by Edna and the
foreword by contributing
editor Nina StoyanRosenzweig acknowledge
this choice but do not
speculate on it. This creates
an entirely different
narrative for the reader:
What elements did Lassie
deem important to discuss?
What was excluded? At
times, Lassie’s point of view
takes the forefront, such as
an extended paragraph
about a stressful bus ride
where Edna was not
present, or statements such
as, “now I know mothers
are most always right and
tell us not to do things for
our own good.”

My Scrapbook is a slice-oflife history, where young
Edna describes her daily life
while recovering from and
living with a debilitating
disease. Journal entries
contain descriptions of
visiting friends and family,
gifts and food she received
from well-wishers, family vacations, and her
desire to return to her normal life. The journal
details her travel between Florida and Georgia
for treatment, prominently between Hope
Haven in Jacksonville and the Roosevelt Warm
Springs Institute for Rehabilitation in Georgia
(now called Roosevelt Warm Springs Hospitals).
While it focuses on Edna’s day-to-day life,
details of her recovery are often sparse.
However, the entries do provide direct
references to her struggles, including the initial
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Alongside the journal entries, there are multiple
family and historical photos interwoven
throughout the scrapbook, giving the reader a
visual glimpse into the life of a midcentury
southern family fighting illness. Unfortunately,
while chapters attempt to divide the entries by
major life or treatment events, they are often
divided arbitrarily, with missing entry dates for
some journal entries. While My Scrapbook is
not a research book, it would have benefitted
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from a few informative additions, such as the
inclusion of notes or footnotes on topics or
facts of interest. For instance, certain terms that
may be unfamiliar to modern audiences are left
unexplained, such as the “Kenny treatment.”

This book is suitable for public libraries and
academic history collections interested in firsthand accounts of epidemics or local Georgia
and Florida history.
Jacob Gallay is Clinical Information Librarian at
Augusta University
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Voter Suppression in U.S. Elections edited by
Jim Downs (University of Georgia Press, 2020:
ISBN 978082035774, $19.95)

name matches, closing numerous poll centers,
and limiting early voting days and hours have
further restricted voter access to the polls.

The timely Voter Suppression in U.S. Elections
presents a roundtable discussion by Stacey
Abrams and historians Carol Anderson, Kevin M.
Kruse, Heather Cox
Richardson, and Heather
Ann Thompson, a panel
organized by historian and
editor Jim Downs at the
Library Company of
Philadelphia on April 15,
2019. The transcript
appears here, along with
newspaper columns and
documents on voter
suppression by these and
other authors, including
Congressman John Lewis,
Pulitzer Prize-winning
author David W. Blight, and
journalist Ari Berman. Part
of the History in the
Headlines series from the
University of Georgia Press,
this small volume is the
ideal length and price for
political and regional
nonfiction audiences and course adoptions.

This volume brings together a number of antivoter suppression voices while providing
historical context. In addition to the panel
transcript, the selection
includes newspaper
editorials as well as
Abrams’s 2019 testimony
before the US House
Judiciary Committee’s
Subcommittee on the
Constitution, Civil Rights,
and Civil Liberties. The
panel discussion centers
upon historical and
contemporary challenges to
elections and distinguishes
voter apathy from the low
voter turnout caused by
voting restrictions. The
authors make the case that
disenfranchisement differs
from lack of political
engagement and is, indeed,
a result of systemic barriers
to voting, not isolated
incidents.

In light of Georgia’s SB 202 and other states’
efforts to whittle voting access, and with the
future of the Voting Rights Bill in question,
Voter Suppression in U.S. Elections is valuable
reading. The introduction succinctly reviews the
Reconstruction and 20th century history of
federal protections of Black voting rights in the
United States, leading to the 2013 Supreme
Court case Shelby County, Alabama v. Holder,
which eliminated such protections. Efforts such
as requiring driver’s license and election roll
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Of particular interest to residents of Georgia
and the South is Abrams’s review of the 2018
Georgia gubernatorial election in the transcript
and her House testimony that resulted in her
creation of the Fair Fight Action PAC. Abrams’s
efforts to increase voter registration and
participation played a substantial role in the
2020 federal elections for president and
senators in Georgia. Accordingly, classroom
teachers might choose to balance this volume’s
selections with readings from legislation and
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editorial positions of more conservative voices
to avoid accusations of partisanship.
At the same time, the lesson of this volume is
that in the absence of federal voting
protections, race- and class-based limits on
voter enfranchisement do and will continue to
occur at the state level. As Abrams said, “we tell
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the same myths over and over again until they
sound like truth.” This book is an attempt to
change that narrative.
Emily Rogers is Associate Professor and
Reference Librarian/Government Documents at
Valdosta State University
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